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Safe India Registered under Indian Trust Act with registered No: 1822/94. Safe India is an Non-
profit, Non-sectarian and Non-political organization, The purpose of this Trust is to understand the
love of Education as revealed in society to bear witness to this love to all people devoid of caste,
creed and religion so that people may experienced this love. And Nonprofits started attracting
volunteers, it can be an exciting time of growth and community for everyone involved. However,
when volunteers start streaming in, it can be overwhelming to onboard, train, and even manage
all of them. Safe India organization can create systems and standards to support your volunteers

Safe India volunteer handbook comes with information. Much to like employee handbooks and
training in Charity, a volunteer handbook serves to inform, educate, and support volunteers. Safe
India volunteer handbook is a resource printed or digital that clearly defines what your non-profit
does and how volunteers help the organization. It can explain volunteering rules, as well as set
out tasks or expectations.

Safe India handbook should be used to recruit, on board, and train volunteers so that everyone
starts with the same knowledge. It's also a ‘legacy’ resource that everyone can use as volunteers
with the organization.

What is a chart?

Safe India Non-profit organization in many instances has limited resources and staff. Spending
time to recruit, train, and supervise volunteers can add up quickly, especially if you have a lot of
interested individuals.

Safe India thankfully, volunteer handbooks can help reduce some of the time and money involved
in volunteer recruitment and on boarding. Also, volunteer handbooks don't have to be expensive
or elaborate. A simple online PDF can standardize the volunteer experience and doesn't require
much time,

Safe India best of all, to volunteer handbook provides a consistent resource that staff, volunteers,
and even donors can reference. Doing so gives everyone a clear picture of organization does and
how volunteers help rather than worrying about inconsistent training experiences and word-of-
mouth directions, volunteers and staffs have a handbook that helps them succeed.

Safe India handbook, it will be essential to consider your audience. Safe India has young
volunteers, family volunteers, and older volunteers. With the latter, it's especially important to
speak to them respectfully without using clichés or stereotypes.1



Depending on the size and sector of your non-profit, your handbook will vary in size and
breadth. Each non-profit is different and has its own structure, so there's no one table of
contents for your volunteer handbook. However, many nonprofits, both small and large, use
handbooks that include items such as: Welcome Letter. This could consist of a thank you or a
warm welcome to increase interest in the volunteer program. It also sets the tone for your
organization's staff/volunteer relationship. You can even highlight how volunteering benefits
volunteers to get people even more interested in joining your program.

Safe India organization's Mission. The mission explains the who, What and why of our
organization.

Safe India List of Staff and Board of Directors ,Safe India Programs and Campaigns, List all of
the programs our nonprofits offers, as well as any community outreach. Include services
offered, programs funded, and locations open

Roles and responsibilities of Volunteers, This section may include positions and tasks to fill.
You can also highlight the impact volunteers have and information on diversity and
representation to Safe India

Volunteer Policies, Outline qualifications for volunteer positions. For instance, if they need
background check tests, Include application forms. Explain the absence and termination
policies

Conduct and Behaviour professional behaviour expectations and where volunteers can report
concerns. Especially if a volunteer's work is sensitive, such as caring for children, the
disabled, or the elderly.2

Operations and Work Outlines, Nonprofits can make this section specific to different volunteer
roles, or provide a generic template for where to report or what to wear. Also include safety
guidelines, work processes, and information on shifts and schedules.

Directory, Include staff members or volunteer leaders who are in charge List essential phone
numbers, group tools, and websites that will help volunteers keep track of their tasks or
schedules.
Safe India Often volunteer handbooks include many more items than listed here. For instance,
Safe India includes sections on record management, attendance and time, minimum hours
required, training, evaluation, recognition, conduct, smoking and drugs, safety and liability,
reimbursement of expenses, safety and security, sexual harassment, and conflicts of interest.
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WHAT GOES INTO A VOLUNTEER HANDBOOK?



Customization
 
Safe India the list above is just a starting point for your nonprofits; in no way is it the only format you
can choose. Nonprofits can make a full handbook version with the vision and mission statements as
a goal, or they can take more of a volunteer "orientation" approach.4
An orientation handbook may focus only on the roles and tasks volunteers will be performing for
your organization. These descriptions could be customized to each position or could serve as a
general orientation handbook that all volunteers receive. Orientation can also include videos
volunteers can access remotely, or a group or individual meeting.

Some nonprofits may need to include additional sections in their handbooks, such as
reimbursement guidelines or emergency evacuation procedures. There may also be some like legal
or insurance disclaimers to include, such as injury liability information and information about our
states Law of Indian Trust 5.Take a moment to ask if there are any ‘unusual’ tasks you'll ask of your
volunteers, and create a section in your handbook that addresses them

A clear title with all relevant information such as name, 
address, contact information
A table of contents
Page breaks between sections
Simple, easy-to-read content
Easy-to-read font and colours
Program coordinator contact information for secure communication

SAFE INDIA VOLUNTEER HANDBOOK 
The beauty of a volunteer handbook has to be complicated. Safe India uses existing training
documents or discussions between staff and volunteers to decide what to include. Safe India
nonprofits handbooks as an outline Also, keep in mind that your handbook do not have to be
perfect; The key is just to get started.Safe India to using Microsoft Word or Google Docs, one of
your volunteers or staff members can select like professional manual templates, brochure
templates, or just use a basic document. To make it easy to browse, however, try to include:

Note:
A Volunteer who continues successfully for more than three years will be appreciated with a happy
heart by Safe India and rewarded with Promotion as an overseer for his own county to Safe India. 
Safe India brands your handbook to match the Safe India organization's colours, fonts, and image
style. Make your handbook as clear, organized, and concise as possible.

Once you've got your first handbook edited and ready to go, you can either print it or create an
online PDF www.safeindia.co PDF is the most affordable option. With an online PDF, you can
distribute the handbook via safetofostercare@gmail.com, social media, www.safeindia.co having
the manual in virtual form makes it much easier to update frequently too.



Hearing Speech and Deafness Centre Volunteer Orientation Manual
Safe India Charities of Maine Volunteer Handbook
Policies and Procedures. Safe India
Women's Empowerment Volunteer Handbook
Find Food Bank Volunteer Handbook

Examples:
Looking for some inspiration? 
Here are a few examples of what your volunteer handbook could look like:

Remember, there is no "one size fits all" approach to creating a volunteer handbook. Think about
what information you need to share consistently with your volunteers and which resources you'd like
them to have. You can always add an update later
Save time, money, energy, and stress by giving your staff and volunteers a resource they can use
to make the most impact with the least amount of oversight.

For we are co-workers in God’s service; you are God’s field, God’s building.

Note:
Safe India fonts should be in ‘Revenue’ letters, Colour of font would be Cherry red, logo determines
the up and down hands in cherry red with the font Safe in upper hand and India in the lower hand in
white with revenue font, in the lower hand, the stem with two green leaves is placed in mud which is
grey. Safe India voluntary handbook size would be in B5 size with border on every page and
contains the Times New Roman font, The colour inside the book can be the desire of their of your
own. The book should be wrapped on both sides neatly with a quality wrapper upon the Safe India
symbol. 

The volunteer is allowed to use the organization's name in their mail and on social Media like
johnsafeindia@xmail.com. Every volunteer is supposed to send the report to Safe India E-mail:
safeindiavolunteers@gmail.com. All volunteers for any clarifications or suggestions write to Human
Resource Director. This was suggested by Trustees of Safe India.


